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O P E N I N G  L E T T E R

DEAR FRIENDS,
 
We are so pleased to share this overview of all that we have accomplished, with your generous 

support, over the past year. It’s an honor to have you as our partners as we work to help the 54% of 

Americans who lack the literacy skills they need to fully participate in our society as parents, workers, 

and citizens.

Like our founder, Barbara Bush, we know that these overlooked and often underserved Ameri-

cans are not hopeless. They lead busy lives as mothers, fathers, caregivers, and employees, often 

holding down multiple jobs in order to provide for their families. But without the reading, writing, 

and comprehension skills that many of us take for granted, they simply don’t have an equal chance 

to succeed.

Our research, conducted in partnership with Gallup, has shown that low adult literacy rates have 

a $2.2 trillion impact on our economy each year. On an individual level, that translates to vast differ-

ences in income, with adults who are proficient in literacy earning nearly double the annual income of 

those at the lowest levels of literacy. 

But it’s not just salary that matters. When people can read better, they have more options in life. 

There is dignity in all work—which means reaching your full potential and gaining new responsibilities, 

which is only possible with literacy. 

Literacy isn’t just about dollars and cents. It’s about opportunity, closing gaps, and equity. And 

while low literacy is a deep-rooted and pervasive problem, it’s also one of the most promising gate-

ways to lasting transformation.

Perhaps even more importantly, raising U.S. literacy rates will help us—authentically and lastingly—

to embody our common, core values of freedom, justice, and opportunity for all.

Thank you for your continued support, which powers our work to unlock the full potential of tens 

of millions of our fellow Americans – and our shared potential as a nation.

With gratitude, 

 

Doro Bush Koch     British A. Robinson

Honorary Chair     President and CEO
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L I T E R A C Y,  E Q U I T Y,  A N D  T H E  
A M E R I C A N  D R E A M

“The American Dream is about equal 
opportunity for everyone who works hard. 

If we don’t give everyone the ability to 
simply read and write, then we aren’t giving 

everyone an equal chance to succeed.”  
— Barbara Bush

More than 30 years ago, Barbara Bush recognized 

that, at its heart, literacy is an issue of equity. She 

knew that literacy is about so much more than 

words on a page. It is the key that unlocks the 

potential in every one of us, empowering us to 

support our families, contribute to our communi-

ties, and navigate the world with dignity. 

Today, 130 million Americans—roughly 54% of 

adults aged 16–74—lack proficiency in literacy, 

essentially reading below a sixth grade level. As 

a result, they struggle to fully participate in our 

society as parents, workers, and citizens, simply 

because they lack the skills that many of us take 

for granted.

Low literacy lies at the core of multigenera-

tional cycles of poverty, poor health outcomes, 

low educational attainment, and food and hous-

ing insecurity—issues that have been exacerbated 

by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Research continues to prove that Barbara 

Bush was right. Literacy is inextricably linked to 

equity, health, and social and economic mobility.

• The U.S. could be losing up to $2.2 
trillion—or 10% of GDP—in economic 
growth due to low adult literacy rates.

• The existing gap in digital literacy skills 
could cause 76% of Black individuals and 
62% of Hispanic individuals to be shut 
out or under-prepared for 86% of jobs in 
the U.S. by 2045.

• Low-literate adults are four times more 
likely than others to report low levels 
of health, requiring hospitalization and 
using emergency services at significantly 
higher rates.

• Through all of its impacts—medical 
errors, increased illness and disability, 
loss of wages, and compromised public 
health—low health literacy is estimated 
to cost the U.S. economy up to $236 
billion every year. 

• 88% of children under age 6 whose  
parents lack a high school equivalency 
or diploma live in low-income families.

• A mother’s education level is the single 
greatest determinant of her children’s 
future academic success, outweighing 
other factors such as neighborhood and 
family income.

This equity gap impacts every one of us, and 

it will continue to grow as it is passed down from 

parent to child, until we solve the problem. 

The good news is that we have the oppor-

tunity to break this cycle. Barbara Bush chose 

family literacy as her cause because she knew 

that equipping parents and caregivers with 

essential skills is the best way to give everyone 
an equal chance to succeed — not just today, but 

for generations to come. As we carry on the work 

that she began, we remain committed to that 

vision, focusing on:

1. Technology and Innovation

2. Reading Mentorship Programs and Curriculum 
Development

3. Awareness and Thought Leadership

Read on to learn more about how your sup-

port is powering our efforts to build a stronger, 

more equitable America through literacy.
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O U R  S O L U T I O N S :  
T E C H N O L O G Y  A N D  I N N O VAT I O N

Leveraging the power of technology to meet learners where they are

Over the past two years, technology has played an 

increasingly critical role in learning — reinforcing 

the need for tools that truly meet students where 

they are. While there are plenty of technology 

tools available for K-12 learning, very few existing 

tools meet the unique needs of their parents and 

caregivers. Through our work in education tech-

nology, we are working to bridge this gap.

THE ROBERT AND DOROTHY KING 
TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION FUND

In March 2021, we launched the first-ever tech-

nology fund for literacy—the Robert and Dorothy 

King Technology Innovation Fund—through a 

generous gift from King Philanthropies. The fund 

powers our work to drive the development of 

groundbreaking tools for adult learners and their 

families by:

• Harnessing the power of technology to reach 
families where they live, work, play, and pray

• Combining our vast network and deep exper-
tise in adult learning theory and family literacy 
programming with leading emerging educa-
tional technology to expand opportunities for 
learning beyond the traditional classroom

• Identifying and scaling innovative learning tools 
for adults, including mobile apps, mixed reality, 
and gaming—investing expertise to optimize 
and bring promising solutions to market

While in-person literacy programs remain an 

effective learning platform, a substantial portion 

of our nation’s 130 million low-literate adults 

are unable to participate in these programs—a 

challenge that has been compounded by the 
COVID-19 crisis. We are working to increase 

access to innovative, high quality digital literacy 

tools to help learners overcome these barriers. 

Through the Robert and Dorothy King Tech-

nology Innovation Fund, the Barbara Bush 

Foundation plays the role of strategic investor, 

early funder, endorser of vetted technology tools, 

and provides key technical assistance. The fund 

is used to build, develop, incubate, and scale 

technology-based literacy solutions, including 

distribution of small grants that show the prom-

ise of delivering impact for learners, as follows:

• Technology Incubator (20%) — Create a social 
impact technology incubator to explore effec-
tive interventions and ideas based on strategic 
research and data 

• Product Discovery and Scale (50%) — Support 
larger investments in promising edtech prod-
ucts tailored for adult learners

• Program Delivery and Expertise (30%) — 
Invest in technology solutions directly related 
to the delivery of Foundation-owned content 
and curriculum programs

We’re grateful for King Philanthropies’ vision-

ary support of this work, and we look forward 

to engaging more partners to help us catalyze 

innovation that will foster equity and improve 

outcomes for learners nationwide.

20% 
Technology 
Incubator

Program 
Delivery  
and Expertise

Product 
Discovery 
and Scale

30% 

50% 
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TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COUNCIL
As we move forward with our edtech invest-

ments, we continue to leverage the expertise of 

our Technology Advisory Council. This diverse 

group of innovators—which includes Silicon 

Valley leaders, venture capitalists, industry 

trailblazers, and some of the nation’s top philan-

thropies and nonprofits—supports and advises 

our use of technology and digital tools to serve 

adult learners. Their critical input will help shape 

the trajectory of not just our work, but the entire 

literacy field, in the years to come.

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENTS
We continue to invest in technology solutions 

that can help us expand access for adult learners 

and their families. Our current solutions include:

• Enigma is an interactive, game-based app 
developed by Southern Methodist University in 
partnership with the Barbara Bush Foundation 
and the Dollar General Literacy Foundation. The 
game currently serves learners who read up 
to a third-grade level. Work is now underway 
to expand the range of literacy skills to grades 
3-8, pilot test the game with adult learners, 
and evaluate its efficacy. After a small usabil-
ity study conducted in fall 2021, the game is 
now being pilot tested with adult learners at 
three sites in Texas and Washington, D.C. An 
enhanced version of the game, which will serve 
learners up to a sixth-grade reading level, is 
scheduled to be available on both iOS and 
Android operating systems in late 2022.

• Microsoft’s HoloLens 2 is a mixed reality head-
set that projects interactive holograms into the 
wearer’s field of view. Working in partnership 
with Microsoft, SphereGen Technologies, and 
T-Mobile, we are exploring the potential for use 
of the HoloLens 2 in concert with cutting-edge 
eye tracking technology to help educators and 
providers in a variety of settings identify literacy 
issues and craft personalized, effective learning 
plans to improve learner outcomes. A research 
project, currently underway, will assess the solu-
tion’s efficacy in a real-life setting in preparation 
for a probable pilot test in late 2022.

• Amira is an accurate, online, artificial intelli-
gence-driven, personalized intelligent reading 
tutor grounded in reading science. The Amira 
avatar listens to students while they read, 
and as a student stalls or makes a mistake, 
she draws from over 30 different “micro-in-
terventions” backed by reading science. We 
have partnered with Amira to support Reading 
Together — a project funded by a grant from 
the U.S. Department of Education’s Institute 
of Education Sciences. Reading Together will 
create an artificial intelligence enabled fam-
ily support program that offers parents of all 
literacy levels personalized tools to support 
their children’s reading skills, fosters stron-
ger collaboration between home and school, 
and provides emergent readers with targeted 
instruction based on the science of reading. 
Educator and caregiver focus groups have been 
conducted to support the development of a 
prototype for the upcoming feasibility studies, 
which will begin in fall 2022. The final design 
will be piloted in fall 2023.

• Cell-Ed, a Silicon Valley-based developer, creates 
mobile-first tools that make learning easy, fun, 
and fast for adults, providing live education 
coaches with no internet, data plan, or classroom 
required. The app’s literacy program is delivered 
in short, three-minute increments, works on 
any device, and does not even require a smart-
phone—expanding reach to an entire subset of 
adult learners who are often left behind.  
 
We’re also proud to serve alongside organiza-
tions including Stanford University, the Dollar 
General Literacy Foundation, and the State 
of New York as a founding partner in the 
Cell-Ed One Million Learner Challenge—an ini-
tiative that put the app in the hands of 114,000 
learners in low-skilled, marginalized communities 
over the past year. 
 
We have embedded the adult literacy app in our 
family literacy programs, and in 2021, we part-
nered with Cell-Ed to launch our first app-based 
early literacy course—Building Future Readers—
for parents and caregivers of children ages three 
through eight.
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O U R  S O L U T I O N S :  R E A D I N G  
M E N T O R S H I P  P R O G R A M S  A N D  
C U R R I C U L U M  D E V E L O P M E N T

Providing evidence-based programs and tools to serve learners and families

We channel our 30+ years of literacy expertise 

into developing evidence-based programs and 

resources for students, families, and educators. 

Our reading mentorship programs boost literacy 

skills while fostering relationships that encourage 

overall confidence and academic growth, and 

our educational resources equip teachers with 

engaging, high-quality tools for use both inside 

and outside of the classroom.

BOOK EXPLORERS
This year, we launched a brand new reading men-

torship program, Book Explorers, which aims to 

help target “summer slide” or COVID-19-related 

learning gaps by allowing students to keep pro-

gressing year-round. Book Explorers builds on the 

success of our long-running reading mentorship 

program, Teen Trendsetters®, and can be used 

alone or in conjunction with the existing program 

to extend learning. 

The program pairs students in grades 1–3 with 

a reading mentor and uses targeted strategies 

and activities to build literacy skills and con-

fidence. All program resources—including 56 

engaging, culturally responsive fiction and 

narrative books, mentor guides, and parent 

guides—are digital and available online. Learning 

teams have the option to connect virtually or 

meet in-person, and the program offers flexible 

implementation models (one to one mentoring or 

small group). The program is designed to pro-

mote learner ability by encouraging learners to 

combine knowledge of familiar literacy skills with 

new skills to explore, practice, and master. 

Book Explorers is designed to support edu-

cators and caregivers in a variety of settings, 

whether it’s used to keep students learning at 

home during the summer months or in a class-

room during the school year for enrichment or 

intervention. It also offers mentorship opportu-

nities for volunteers from corporations, schools, 

and community-based organizations.

After successful pilots in Florida, Maine, and 

Texas during summer 2021, the program is now 

available nationwide. 
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RESOURCES FOR EDUCATORS  
AND PARENTS

Our online literacy resource center equips educa-

tors with a variety of engaging tools to share with 

learners of all ages, from early literacy through 

adult education. Available resources include:

• Sharing Stories — Book Guides: To make story 
time more fun and engaging, our team curated 
a wonderful list of books for parents and care-
givers to explore with their children. Each title 
has a Parent Guide that provides ideas about 
how to use the book—all of which are in print 
and available at local libraries or bookstores.

• Reading Resource Library: Our Reading 
Resource Library provides curated text sets of 
topically relevant, educational, and captivating 
books at a variety of reading levels—geared for 
adult learners and their families. 

• Diversity-Focused Teaching Resources: This 
suite of resources includes a unit of study 
on the “Three Black Women of Literacy,” an 
expertly curated diversity toolkit to support 
educators in anti-racist/anti-bias teaching, and 
a collection of diversity-focused lessons from 
teachers across the United States that span 
elementary through high school.

These resources are available, free of charge, 

for use by educators, parents, and caregiv-

ers in any classroom, digital learning, or home 

school setting.
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TEEN TRENDSETTERS® 
Our longest running reading mentorship program, 

Teen Trendsetters®, serves struggling elementary 

school readers and their families, leveraging an 

innovative combination of high-quality curricu-

lum, evidence-based mentoring techniques, and 

parental engagement to improve literacy skills 

across multiple generations. In 2021, we were 

honored to have the program recognized with 

a Successful Practices Award by the Library of 

Congress’ Literacy Awards.

The program pairs teen mentors (grades 7–12) 

with elementary schoolers (grades 1–3) who are 

reading four months or more below grade level, 

using targeted strategies and activities to build 

literacy skills and confidence. 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we rap-

idly launched a new online version of the program 

to serve remote learners and their families. During 

the 2020-2021 academic year, the program served 

struggling elementary school readers, teen men-

tors, and caregivers in Florida, Maine, Maryland, 

Texas, and the District of Columbia. 

Participating children—whether they meet 

with their mentors online or in-person—receive 

16-20 age-appropriate books to help build their 

home libraries, and parent guides (available in 

English and Spanish) provide at-home enrich-

ment activities for children and their caregivers 

to enjoy together. Parent guides also provide free 

access to the Cell-Ed adult literacy app for par-

ents who wish to improve their own literacy skills.

Our results:

• Teen Trendsetters consistently achieves 
remarkable literacy gains for the men-
tees – an average of 1 year and 2 months 
over the 7-month program.

• The increase of more than one grade 
level in reading is especially substantial 
given that mentees begin reading well 
below grade level. 

• Mentees show 50% more growth than 
would be expected for an on-grade or 
above-grade reader during the same 
amount of time. 

• Teen mentors benefit as well, reporting 
improved self-esteem and confidence, 
as well as improved reading skills and 
grades.

As we prepare to mark the program’s 20th 

anniversary in 2022, we look forward to expand-

ing its reach to even more learners and families.

50%
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O U R  S O L U T I O N S :  
AWA R E N E S S  A N D  T H O U G H T  L E A D E R S H I P

Fostering multisector engagement in solving the literacy challenge

We believe that low literacy is one of the great 

solvable problems of our time. Yet, the fields of 

adult and family literacy are historically under-

funded and under-researched. As a national 

thought leader, we invest in critical research and 

education initiatives to fill research gaps, raise 

awareness, break down silos, and galvanize col-

lective action that will help move the needle on 

this issue.

NATIONAL ACTION PLAN FOR 
ADULT LITERACY

After nearly two years of work, we have begun 

implementation of the first-ever National Action 

Plan for Adult Literacy. We were thrilled to 

launch this initiative alongside Dr. Jill Biden, 

First Lady of the United States, who provided 

inspiring keynote remarks at our 2021 National 

Summit on Adult Literacy.

Conceived and convened by the Barbara 

Bush Foundation, the National Action Plan was 

developed in collaboration with more than 100 

expert stakeholders including representatives 

from corporations and foundations; community 

organizations and associations; federal, state, 

and local governments; academic experts; and 

edtech leaders. 

This multisector, multiyear initiative aims to 

transform adult and family literacy for millions of 

Americans by driving inclusive, collective action 

to address systemic challenges over the next five 

years. The plan aims to: 

• Attract new resources into adult education

• Lift up and leverage ongoing efforts 

• Inspire new ideas and initiatives

• Facilitate cooperation among stakeholders

• Generate transformative and lasting impact

Our 2021 National Summit on Adult Literacy 

focused on putting the plan into action with 

the establishment of a multisectoral group that 

includes representation from the literacy and 

education fields, as well as corporate partners. 

Work is already underway to establish and chart 

the course for this group’s work.

Photo Credit: Katie Dance
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The Summit, held at the REACH at the Ken-

nedy Center in Washington, D.C., convened 

more than 150 adult literacy experts, education 

researchers, edtech innovators, philanthropic 

leaders, and industry partners. Emceed by Ali 

Velshi of MSNBC, the daylong event also included 

collaborative, cross-sector working sessions 

and a panel discussion—The Role of Employers, 
Funders, and Foundations in Solving the Literacy 
Challenge—featuring panelists from Business 

Roundtable, Dollar General, Humana, Intel, Micro-

soft, and Shell.

Both the National Action Plan for Adult Liter-

acy and the National Summit on Adult Literacy 

were made possible through the generous sup-

port of our longtime partner, the Dollar General 

Literacy Foundation. 

BARBARA BUSH FELLOWS PROGRAM
Our Barbara Bush Fellows program continues to 

fuel critical research, providing two-year grants 

for assistant professors, associate professors, 

and graduate students conducting academic 

work in the field of adult literacy in the United 

States. The fellows’ efforts focus on identify-

ing issues and opportunities to help the field 

increase learning, accelerate innovation, and 

incubate the most effective initiatives, as well as 

exploring the most pressing questions faced by 

literacy practitioners today. 

Fellows currently working in the field are:

• Dr. Junghwan Kim, the Annenberg Barbara 
Bush Fellow at Texas A&M University — 
Dr. Kim’s research focuses on development of 
a conceptual framework for adults with lower 
literacy levels using an integrative literature 
review method. While examining contemporary 
digital literacy and health studies for adults, the 
research aims to identify essential components 
of digital and health literacy for the population. 

• Dr. Stephanie Moore, the Dollar General 
Barbara Bush Fellow at the University of New 
Mexico — Dr. Moore’s research focuses on 
edtech for adult learners to identify variations 
in strategies, competencies, and other variables 
that account for efficacy and inform recom-
mendations for practice. 

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
Raising awareness of America’s literacy chal-

lenge is a key focus of our thought leadership 

work. Throughout 2021, we shared our message 

through a variety of appearances including pod-

casts, keynote addresses, panel discussions, and 

interviews. Notable appearances included:

• Sundays with Vernā — Interview with Vernāā 
Myers, author, entrepreneur, and Vice President 
of Inclusion Strategy for Netflix

• Wall Street Journal “Personal Board of Direc-
tors” — Interview highlighting President and CEO 
British A. Robinson’s work with the Foundation 

• The Kara Goldin Show — Podcast appearance 
with Kara Goldin, author and founder of Hint

• Chief Council of State School Officers’ 
A Nation of Readers — Keynote address for 
national gathering of state K-12 leaders

• Forging Forward — Philanthropy conference 
series hosted by Changing Our World

• FORTUNE Most Powerful Women Summit — 
Panel discussion on equity with leaders from 
Airbnb, Boeing, Deloitte, and Wellesley College

• National Association of Counties — Panel dis-
cussion on the economic impact of literacy with 
county leaders

We also continued to engage participants 

and viewers from sectors including libraries and 

education, healthcare, and entrepreneurship 

through our ongoing webinar series. The 2021 

series included:

• Libraries, Literacy, and Equity featuring Dr. 
Carla Hayden (Librarian of Congress) and Tracie 
Hall (American Library Association)

• Driving Impact Through Disruption featuring 
Kara Goldin (Hint) and Tim McBride (Ray-
theon Technologies)

• The Vital Importance of Health Literacy (spon-
sored by the Florida Association of Health 
Plans) featuring Ambassador Nancy Brinker 
(Susan G. Komen), Dr. Georges C. Benjamin 
(American Public Health Association), Doro 
Bush Koch (BB&R Wellness Consulting), and 
Tricia Reilly Koch (BB&R Wellness Consulting)
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C E L E B R AT I N G  T H E  I M PA C T  O F  L I T E R A C Y

Our 2021 National Celebration of Reading brought 

together bestselling authors and entertainers, 

literacy trailblazers, and friends and supporters to 

celebrate our impact and advance our vital work. 

This incredible, joy-filled evening at the John 

F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in  

Washington, D.C., was emceed by Pulitzer 

Prize-winning journalist Jonathan Capehart, and 

featured live and virtual appearances from Pres-

ident George W. Bush, Mateo Askaripour, LeVar 

Burton, Eva Chen, Meena Harris, Leslie Jordan, 

Lupita Nyong’o, Tim Shriver, and Darren Walker.

Photo Credit: Katie Dance
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L O O K I N G  A H E A D

The Barbara Bush Foundation—along with the 

entire field—has reached an inflection point. It 

is truly an exciting time to be engaged with the 

cause of literacy. 

In the year ahead, we look forward to building 

on our successes and capitalizing on the momen-

tum that we have created. Our plans include:

• Launching new programs and resources to 
build vital literacy and digital literacy skills for 
parents and caregivers

• Expanding our reading mentoring programs to 
serve even more learners and families

• Implementing the National Action Plan for 
Adult Literacy, alongside our partners in and 
beyond the literacy field

• Continuing to invest in innovative technology 
tools including mobile apps, mixed reality, and 
artificial intelligence to expand opportunities 
for learning beyond the classroom

• Educating the public about the scope and 
impact of our nation’s literacy challenge to 
build awareness and engagement

We are grateful for your ongoing support, 

which makes all of this life changing work possi-

ble. Together, we have the opportunity to fulfill 

Barbara Bush’s vision of an America in which 

everyone has an equal chance to succeed.

Photo Credit: Katie Dance
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Dear Friends,

 

The Barbara Bush Foundation for Family Literacy maintains a strong and healthy 

financial position. 

We are sincerely grateful for the generosity of our many supporters and partners who 

enable our work to build a stronger, more equitable America through literacy. In 2021, sup-

porters and partners contributed nearly $5 million to advance our mission. 

While we certainly felt the financial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, we know that 

those we serve felt it more deeply. Thankfully, we were able to draw from our reserves to 

meet the surging needs of Americans struggling with literacy. We developed new programs 

and resources and invested in solutions that can impact millions of Americans. Our 2021 

expenditures totaled $6,824,865.

Together with my colleagues on the Board of Directors, I am proud of the Barbara Bush 

Foundation’s continued commitment to deliver impact and drive equity through literacy. We 

are very grateful for our partners and donors for making this possible. Thank you for your 

continued support.  

 

Sincerely,

LaMar Bunts

Chief Revenue Officer, Bitwise Industries
Treasurer, Barbara Bush Foundation  
for Family Literacy

F I N A N C I A L  I M PA C T
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2 0 2 1  F I N A N C I A L S

total expenses 
$6,824,865

total revenue
$4,740,843

2% Other Revenue

8% In Kind Contributions

24% Fundraising

7% Government Grants

8% Administration

20% Nongovernmental

68% Programs

63% Contributions

Grants
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O U R  S U P P O R T E R S

We are grateful to the corporations, foundations, and individuals whose financial 
support helped us improve lives through literacy in 2021.

• Paul Abrams

• M. L. Agnew, Jr.

• Joseph Agris, M.D.

• Jason Alba

• Nicholas Albano

• Ashley Allen

• The Allen Family 
Charitable Fund 

• American International 
Maritime Co.

• Vicky and S. Javaid Anwar 

• Lynne O. Arendziak

• Brenda Armbrecht

• Donald Arquette

• Debbie Baker

• Barbara and David Balderston

• Deborah Balfanz

• Linda Baliman

• Paul Barnes

• Jean Becker

• Dorothy B. Beckwith

• Samira K. Beckwith

• Barbara and Mike Belfield

• Grace and Morton Bender

• Maria Teresa and 
Antonio Benedi

• Patricia Bennett

• Christine Berg

• Paul G. Bernhard

• Bessemer Trust

• Susan Biddle

• Anne Krementz Bigliani 
and Louis Bigliani

• David Bingham

• Byron Birtman

• Dora Sue Black

• Kay Boemer

• Brenda G. Bolser

• Sharon Bonney

• Clare and Michael Bonsignore

• Katherine Borst

• Tommy Brannock

• The Scott and Patrice 
Brickman Family Foundation

• Nancy G. Brinker

• Louise Brown

• Buchanan, James & Associates

• LaMar Bunts

• Dana Burgan

• Rebecca and Rick Burgett

• William and Karen Burke

• The Barbara Bush 
Children’s Hospital at 
Maine Medical Center

• George and Barbara 
Bush Foundation

• Barbara Bush Houston 
Literacy Foundation

• Sandra and Jeb Bush, Jr.

• Arlene and Ivor Cadel

• Wendy Cain

• Marietta Caira

• Tucker Calkin

• Janice Campbell

• Guy P. Caputo

• Sheila Carpenter

• B.R. Chamberlain Foundation

• Kathryn Chandler

• William T. Chandler

• Kiki and Peter Cheney

• Jennifer Chik

• Children’s Nutritional Program

• Gail Chimenti

• Donna Christy

• Kathleen and Robert J. Clark

• William and Sharon Coale

• Cobb Family Foundation

• Sandra Cochran

• Nicole and Miles Cohen

• Sam L. Cohen Foundation

• The Ron & Kathy Colby 
Family Foundation

• Douglas and Mary 
Ann Coleman

• Senator Susan M. Collins 
and Thomas A. Daffron

• Comfort Family 
Charitable Fund

• Peggy Conlon-Reale

• Susan J. Conner

• ConocoPhillips, Inc.

• Julie and Tom Cooke

• LM Cooper

• Millie and Kenneth Cooper

• Susan Corbitt

• Elizabeth Hodder Corbus

• Marcia Coyle

• Crow Holdings

• Melvin Cunningham

• Kathy and Chuck Dages

• Erin D’Andrea

• Sharon Danson

• Rebecca N. Davis

• Katie Dell

• K. Ann Dempsey

• Jason Denby and Joe Figini

• Marjorie and Robert Dennis

• Karen DeYoung
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• Thomas G. Deyoung

• Kay DiBianca

• Jacqueline DiGiovanni

• Tracy Diina

• Allison Cryor DiNardo

• Sharon Dinges

• George and Bonnie DiRado

• Shaun Dobbins

• Anthony and Ruth Doina

• Dollar General 

• Dollar General Literacy 
Foundation

• Deborah and Christopher 
Dougherty

• Joe Dougherty

• Kristin Drumm

• Anne and Derek Drummond

• Elizabeth Dubin

• Virginia DuPuy

• Deborah Dwyer

• Richard F. Dyer

• Nancy Hemstreet Eaton

• Greta Edwards

• Cheryl A. Ellefson

• Ann and Josiah W. Ellis

• Kate and Walker Ellis

• Donna and Barry Emerson

• Barbara Enos

• Epstein Family 
Charitable Trust

• Clark Ervin

• Faegre Drinker Biddle 
& Reath LLP

• Brad and Dory Faxon

• Vangie and Keith Fields

• Judith and Eugene Flath

• Heather and Andrew Florance

• Florida Association 
of Health Plans

• State of Florida Department 
of Education

• Richard P. Floyd

• William and Martha Ford Fund

• Ford Foundation

• Daniel and Donna Fox

• Sam and Marilyn 
Fox Foundation

• Robin Fradkin

• Christopher Frangione

• Stephanie and Walter Frick

• Lisa and Tom Friedlander

• Mary A. Fronce

• Nancy Fugman

• Kendra Gammons

• Peter Garaffo

• Kerri Gardiner

• Rosemarie Gardner

• Jill Garrett

• Suzanne and Jeffrey Geisler

• Jill and Bill Glazner

• Globe Foundation

• Goldman Sachs & Co.

• Nicholas A. Gonzales

• Christine Goodendorf

• Ali Goodwin

• Goodwin Realty Partners, Inc.

• Mary R. Goss

• Ashley Grant

• Maggie and Max Grant

• C. Boyden Gray

• Mark Grayson

• Julia Green

• Greenberg Traurig LLP

• Laura K. Gregory

• Judith and Dennis Groth

• Jill Grove

• Paula Guerard

• Donna Guerrero

• Linda Hadlen

• Sasa Hadzic

• Joanne M. Haines

• Linda and Rob Halenkamp

• Cynthia Hall

• Donald J. Hall, Sr.

• Bunny Halvorson

• Merriah Hamaker

• Carol Hammel

• Debra Hanley

• Phyllis and Thomas D. Harroff

• Julie A. Harston

• Vicki and Kevin Hartley

• Julie A. Hartung

• Joyce Hastalis

• Margaret Havens

• Alexandra and Paul Heerdt

• Marsha and Wade Henderson

• Laurie and John J. Hendricks

• Dealey and David Herndon

• Hutton and Taylor Higgins

• Doris L. Hilgeman

• Betty Hill

• Lyda Hill Philanthropies

• Roxanne Hinkle

• Ellen and Robert Hinson

• Lynn Hirshfield

• Grace M. Holden

• Erin Holmquist

• Christine and Jacob Hook

• Nancy Horie

• Lewis Howell

• Sharon Howett

• Humana

• Tavia and Clark Hunt

• Intel 

• Jansing-Cook Foundation

• Michael Jenkins, Universal 
Peace Federation

• John’s Crazy Socks

• Barbara J. Johnson

• Brenda L. Johnson

• Edwina and Tom Johnson

• Johnson & Johnson 

• Pat and David B. Jones

• Kent Jones
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• Todd Jones

• Kay N. Jordan

• Diane Sembler-Kamins 
and Shelly Kamins

• Debbie Kaminski

• The Joan and Marvin 
Kaplan Foundation

• Laura Cox Kaplan 
and Joel Kaplan

• Sherry and Mark Kaplan

• Mary Karpal

• Patricia Kassab

• Ronald C. Kaufman

• Margaret A. Keck

• Ginna and Richard Kelly, Jr.

• The Larry and Mary 
Kent Charitable Fund

• Bobbie and William Kilberg

• King Philanthropies

• Adam King

• Harriet Kliegman

• Doro Bush Koch and 
Robert P. Koch

• Liz Kohler

• Natalie and Herb Kohler

• Sue and Peter G. Kopperman

• Christine Kostek

• Bette and Timothy Krenzke

• Roberta Kristinik

• Kropid Family Foundation

• Carolyn Kuhn

• Kyra Solutions, Inc.

• Ronald LaClair

• Esther N. Lam

• Anne and George Lane

• William LaSalle

• Shirley Lazoration

• William H. LeBlond

• Jean Legan

• Joanne R. Leoni

• Patrick A. Leoni

• Arlene Lewis

• Library of Congress

• Stanley Light

• Lysandra and Brian Lincoln

• Catherine Linn

• Donald Liss

• Kathleen and Tim Litinas

• Josephine and John J. Louis

• Phoebe and Marvin Lummis

• Beryl Lusen

• Sylvia and Brian Luther

• Laurie MacLean

• Debbie and Wayne Macomber

• Katja Makynen

• Marlene A. Malek

• Greta Mantooth

• Susan Margolis

• J. Willard and Alice S. 
Marriott Foundation

• St. Martin’s Episcopal Church

• Anita and Tim McBride

• Joan C. McCown

• Debora McCurry

• Catherine Marie McDonnell

• Kathy and Kevin McDowell

• Lori McLeer

• James S. McManis

• Thomas J. McVey

• David Merwin

• Janet Messer

• Carol J. Metcalf

• Jelena Mijanovic

• Charlotte E. Miller

• Ellen and DeWolfe Miller

• Judi Miller

• Colleen Miller-Owen

• Motoyuki Minakami

• Sharon and Chip Molster

• Jim Moran Foundation

• JP Morgan Private Bank

• Nancy Moriearty

• Timothy Morris

• Constance Moser

• Carol and William Moss

• Maureen D. Murphy

• Mark Muscatello

• Rachel Mushahwar

• Beth Myers

• Nantz Family Foundation 

• Connie C. Natzke

• Megan Needham

• Ronda Nissen

• Man Nguyen

• Mary Louise Norton

• Alice and Erle Nye

• Danielle and Art Ochoa

• Jennifer Odell

• Sydney Olson

• Linda and Timothy O’Neill

• Louise Palermo

• Alice Pena

• Karmel Pengilly

• Lea and James R. Perlitz

• Shelley and Kent Peterson

• Maryann Petino

• PGA Tour

• Janice and Scott Pierce

• Garrett Pillsbury 
Plumbing & Heating

• Christine Pina

• Susan Pinion

• Jeanne and William Pippin

• John Plackmann

• Nancy Plattsmier

• Poongsan Corporation

• Brad Powell

• Power Corporation of Canada

• William J. Powers

• Tamara Poythress

• Katie and James G. Pressly

• Publix Super Markets Charities

• Elizabeth and John 
P. Puckett, III
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• The Embassy of the State of 
Qatar to the United States

• Carl Raether

• Margaret and Anthony Rankin

• Catherine Rashid

• Joyce Ravnikar-Kulyk

• Reading is Fundamental

• Thomas Reale

• The Reinhold Family Trust

• Rollin Rhea

• Harry E. Rhoads, Jr.

• Richards Family Fund

• Erica Rice

• Jennifer and David Risher

• Andi and Christopher 
Robinson

• British A. Robinson

• Gracyn Robinson

• Suzanne and Davis Robinson

• Raquel A. Rodriguez

• Mary Rogalski

• Kristi and Mike J. Rogers

• Regina Rogers

• Helen N. Root

• William Rose

• Diane and William Ryan

• Mary Ryan

• Ruth and Nolan Ryan

• Jeanine Rynne

• Roger Salomon

• Raphael Samuel

• The Embassy of The 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

• Kyle Scarborough

• Christine Schmidt

• Robert P. Schmidt

• Carole Schork

• Rebecca Schroeder

• Richard M. Schulze 
Family Foundation

• Amy Schwartz

• Sara Schwister

• Audrey Scott

• William Scott

• Maribeth Scott-Zinn

• Kathleen Shanahan

• Douglas Sheer

• Shell

• Barbara Shelley

• Susan Sherrer

• Barbara and William 
L. Shockley

• Erica N. Shockley

• Pam Shriver Fund

• Garrod Sieveking and 
Charles Hans

• Raymond Siller

• Judith Simenson

• Elizabeth Simmons

• Sichan Siv

• Michael Skarzynski

• Kathleen Skinner

• Honey and Sam Skinner

• Elissa Smith

• Katherine Smith

• Leigh B. Smith

• Margaret L. Smith

• Peggy Smith

• Raye Soren

• Nancy and Ignacio E. Sosa

• Gail Spangenberg

• Heidi Spencer

• Mary Beth Spitz

• Debbie and Craig Stapleton

• The Starr Foundation

• State Farm

• Marianne and Roger Staubach

• Leslie and Charles D. Steller

• Jeff Stephens

• Nancee Stewart

• Stacy Stillman

• Nancy Strauss

• Mary Ellen Stroup

• Kara Stuhr

• Andrew B. Sugerman

• Sullivan Family Foundation

• Cathleen and John Sullivan

• June Sullivan

• David M. Taylor

• Virginia Thornburgh

• Nancy Thurman

• N.M. Tobler

• Denny Toudouze

• Olivia Traversi

• Cheri Trella

• The Grandma Trudy Fund

• Hin Tse

• Susan Tsiatis

• Tuckahoe Women’s Club

• Karen and Christopher 
G. Turner

• Beth Underwood

• Annette Van Brunt

• Anne Vanic

• Gloria Vermie

• Carol Verovich

• Vertical Bridge Holdings, LLC

• Gwynn Cochran Virostek

• Sharon Voelz

• Lori Wachs and Ali Velshi

• Ann Waggoner

• Elsie Walker

• James W. Walker, II

• Jan Walter

• Alexa Fish Ward

• Janet Ward

• Vikki and Bob Watkins

• Delia Watley

• Amber Watt

• Diana Weatherford

• William H. Webster

• Elaine J. Weihman

• Weintraub Family Foundation

• Wells Fargo
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• Ellen R. Wenth

• James Weseman

• Dean Wewetzer

• Karen Whitaker

• Amy Wildermuth

• Tami R. Wilson

• Richard M. Winn, III

• Elizabeth Wise

• Sally and Dean Wise

• Sandra and Robert E. Wise, Jr.

• Judy Woodburn

• Camille Woodruff

• Judith Woods

• Thomas Woolley

• Xfinity

• Wenchi Yu

• Zetronix Corp.
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A B O U T  T H E  B A R B A R A  B U S H  F O U N D AT I O N

The Barbara Bush Foundation for Family Liter-

acy has been the nation’s leading advocate for 

family literacy for more than three decades. Since 

our establishment in 1989 by first lady Barbara 

Bush, we have supported evidence-based family 

literacy programs in all 50 states and the District 

of Columbia.

Today, we are a national public charity based 

in Washington, D.C., dedicated to building a 

stronger, more equitable America in which every-

one can read, write, and comprehend in order to 

navigate the world with dignity.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
• LaMar Bunts, Bitwise Industries (Treasurer) 

• Jeb Bush, Jr., Jeb Bush and Associates  

• Chris Frangione, Frangione + Associates Inno-
vation Advisors 

• Lynn Hirshfield, Participant Media  

• Doro Bush Koch, BB&R Wellness Consulting 
(Honorary Chair)  

• Michael Levine, Nickelodeon  

• Rachel Mushahwar, Amazon Web Services  

• Christine Pina, Miss Porter’s School (Vice Chair)  

• David Risher, Worldreader 

• British A. Robinson, Barbara Bush Foundation 
for Family Literacy (President and CEO) 

• Honey Skinner, Sidley Austin (Retired) 

• Denine Torr, Dollar General (Secretary)  

• Gwynn Virostek, Capital City Youth Services  

• Lori Wachs, Springboard Growth Capital (Chair)

CORPORATE ADVISORY COUNCIL
• AT&T — Rick Welday, Executive Vice President 

and General Manager — Enterprise Markets

• Bessemer Trust — Walter Montaigne, Principal

• ConocoPhillips — Andrew D. Lundquist, Senior 
Vice President, Government Affairs

• Dollar General — Denine Torr, Vice President, 
Corporate Social Responsibility and Philanthropy

• Humana — Dr. Nwando Olayiwola, Chief Health 
Equity Officer and Senior Vice President

• Intel — Daniel Gutwein, Director, N50 Project 
and Education Vertical IoT

• Vertical Bridge — Daniel Marinberg, Esq.,  
Senior Vice President and General Counsel

TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COUNCIL
• Chuck Dages, Executive Vice President of 

Emerging Technology, Warner Bros. (Retired)

• David Dean, CEO, DGDean

• Orion French, Quantitative Strategist

• Arlan Hamilton, Founder and Managing Partner, 
Backstage Capital

• Nia King-Rubie, Managing Partner, Immersive 
Strategies

• Kristen Lawson, Chief of Staff, Anthem Digital 
Health Platforms

• Shannon Lucas, Co-Founder and Co-CEO,  
Catalyst Constellations

• Erin Mote, Executive Director, Innovate EDU

• Kimberly Marshall, Investor and Advisor, Gold-
man Sachs’ Launch with GS

• Rachel Mushahwar, Managing Director/Gen-
eral Manager — Americas Channel and Partner 
Chief, Amazon Web Services

• Shelley Peterson, Director — Principal Program 
Manager, Microsoft 

• Kirby Salerno, Chief Revenue Officer, Boclips

• Andrew Sugerman, President, Sketchy
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 @BarbaraBushFdn 

 @barbarabushfoundation 

 @BarbaraBushFoundation

1307 New York Avenue NW, Suite 701 
Washington, DC 20044

barbarabush.org


